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MEMORANDUM FOR: EmComAir

SUBJECT	 z STOL Capability in Southeast Asia

1. The Vientiane Station	 asks for three
Wipe and one 1)028 to be added to 	 in Vientiana
"to alleviate STOL aircraft shortage. At present rate Air  America's
Helios flying in amass 280 hours per annth."	 lasbla 	
frma Taipei states that the USAID 'liftman is asking for one or tact
1)028's and one Caribou. Further, the Mariam Embasmy in Saigon i$
arranging to make fell time use of the two Apaches that are currently
in Vietnam.

2. Headquarters hes o farad to airlift one Belie from the U.S.
to Southeast Asia (DI&	 ) and this appears to be the only 'alio
available anyuhare in the world to tramsfor to Southeast Asia. The
hulk of a crashed Sells is in flotsam, and this machine is said to be
unrepairablelhawavar Air America would like abs opportunity to inspect
it and possibly attempt repair.

3. The above *toted memos state a definite requirement for 5
or 6 STOL aircraft in addition to the Caribou, and there appears to be
only one and possibly two Beliefs available to fill them* needs. In
addition, it can be expected that endetlresent operating conditions
in Laos ins can anticipate Natio, to beout of operation from damage.

4. We have available to us isseediately three Turbo Porters vbich
can be airlifted tram the U.S. to Southaest Asia sad a fourth Turbo
Porter can be available in Switsarland in August. The east of those
aircraft at their present location is some #70.000 eaah and Turbomeca
Aetasou II I engines With Ratter Figasc reversimg prepallars are imstalled.
We have reviewed at baton a:wimp on a numbor of *cessions the daoirs-
bility of planning towards equipping our fleet with American-manufacturad,
turbine engines installed in present or newly acquired aircraft ouch as
the Stallion. Weither the new angina nor the nee aircraft Ls available
and the Department if Dafenlm has not es yet chosen either engine or aircraft
of COIN or STOL prolog:to. Whoa DOD has sada such a choice, we should stair.
dardise whera possibla, and it appears that it Night be practical for es
at that paint to adept the same turbine as is aceapted for the COIN pro.,
joct and standardise threaghout our fleet. Weamobile, theta is only
the Porter and Astasee available.
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5. We recommend immediate purchase of the three Turbo Porters now
available. The seller is engineering Pratt &Whitney and AiResearch
modification kits for the Porter and agrees to take the Astasou back
Is trade Awn an engine is chosen for COMO and vs have the availability
of American engines for etandardisatime. On this basis the introduction
of Porter air frames mould not estriesely latuforo with a standardisation
program, and no believe procurement should be approved sod expedited.


